CHAPTER 7

"Is Our God Listening?"
Exclusivism, Inclusivism, and Pluralism

In Chaim Potok's novel The Book of Lights, a young rabbi from Brooklyn, on leave from his post in Korea during the Korean War, travels for the first time in Japan. One afternoon he stands with a Jewish friend before what is perhaps a Shinto shrine with a clear mirror in the sanctum or perhaps a Buddhist shrine with an image of the Bodhisattva of Compassion. We are not told which, and it really does not matter. The altar is lit by the soft light of a tall lamp. Sunlight streams in the door. The two young men observe with fascination a man standing before the altar, his hands pressed together before him, his eyes closed. He is rocking slightly. He is clearly engaged in what we would call prayer. The rabbi turns to his companion and says,

"Do you think our God is listening to him, John?"
"I don't know, chappy. I never thought of it."

"Neither did I until now. If He's not listening, why not? If He is listening, then—well, what are we all about, John?"

Is "our God" listening to the prayers of people of other faiths? If not, why not? What kind of God would that be? Would the one we Christians and Jews speak of as maker of heaven and earth not give ear to the prayer of a man so earnestly, so deeply in prayer? On the other hand, if God is listening, what are we all about? Who are we as a people who cherish our own special relationship with God? If we conclude that "our God" is not listening, then we had better ask how we are to speak of God at all as people of faith in a world of many faiths. But if we suspect that "our God" is listening, then how are we to speak of ourselves as people of faith among other peoples of faith?

Is our God listening? It is a disarmingly simple question, a Sunday school question, not the sort most proper academic theologians would care to pursue. But this simple question leads us into the most profound theological, social, and political issues of our time. We all know that this is not solely a question about God's ears, the capacity of God to listen, or the destiny of our prayers. It is a question about the destiny of our human community and our capacity to listen with openness and empathy to people of faith very different from ourselves. It is a question about how we, whoever we are, understand the religious faith of others.

The question of religious difference elicits a variety of responses. A collection of Gandhi's writings on religion is published under the title All Religions are True, and that assertion is certainly one way of responding to difference. At the other end of the spectrum, there are those that assert that all religions are false and are fundamentally misguided—look at the wars and violence, the atrocities perpetrated in the name of God. A third option is to insist that one religion is true and the rest are false. Or one might claim that one religion is true and the others are partially true. Most of us have operative ideas about the diversity of religious traditions that fall somewhere along this spectrum. We carry these ideas along with us as we encounter people whose religious faith is different from ours. Even those who consider themselves quite secular employ some such set of evaluative ideas about religions in order to interpret the meaning of religion and of religious difference. We also carry with us notions of what it means for something to be true—literally true, metaphorically true, true for us, universally true.

While the interpretation of religious difference and plurality has long been a question, the close proximity of people of many races, cultures, and religions in urban environments has decisively shaped our response to this question today. In 1965, Harvey Cox began The Secular City with the observation that "the rise of urban civilization and the collapse of traditional religion are the two main hallmarks of our era and are closely related." In the urban environment from which the gods have fled, he argued, secularism was the dominant worldview, relativizing and bypassing religion, rendering it irrelevant and a private affair. In 1985, Harvey Cox noted "the return of religion" with Religion in the Secular City. The demise of religion had been prematurely announced, Sud-
In the "secular city" of the 1990s, we would have to report the rise of religions, in the plural. We just might be tempted to turn Cox's sentence wholly around and postulate that today the collapse of urban civilization and the rise of traditional religions are the two main hallmarks of our era. It is not that secularism is now no longer an issue, for the privatization and relativization of religion is still a reality to contend with. The challenge today, however, is not so much secularism, but pluralism. If one of the great issues of the secular city was anonymity, the great issue of the multicultural city is identity—ethnic, racial, and religious identity, African-American, Caucasian, Asian, Hispanic, Buddhist, Muslim.

In both the urban and global contexts we rub up against the new textures of religious diversity with increasing frequency. The question Is our God listening? poses in a blunt way the challenge of our encounter with real difference. Responses to this question take theological, social, and political forms. There are many types of responses, but we will explore just three possibilities, indicative of the range of interpretation within almost every religious tradition.

First, there is the exclusivist response: Our own community, our tradition, our understanding of reality, our encounter with God, is the one and only truth, excluding all others. Second, there is the inclusivist response: There are, indeed, many communities, traditions, and truths, but our own way of seeing things is the culmination of the others, superior to the others, or at least wide enough to include the others under our universal canopy and in our own terms. A third response is that of the pluralist: Truth is not the exclusive or inclusive possession of any one tradition or community. Therefore the diversity of communities, traditions, understandings of the truth, and visions of God is not an obstacle for us to overcome, but an opportunity for our energetic engagement and dialogue with one another. It does not mean giving up our commitments; rather, it means opening up those commitments to the give-and-take of mutual discovery, understanding, and, indeed, transformation.

Put in terms of our question, in the view of the exclusivist "our God" is not listening to those of other faiths. For the inclusivist, "our God" is indeed listening, but it is our God as we understand God who does the listening. The pluralist might say "our God" is listening, but he or she would also say that God is our God as God listens to those of other faiths. For the inclusivist, "our God" is indeed listening, but he or she would also say that God is indeed listening to those of other faiths. For the inclusivist, "our God" is indeed listening, but he or she would also say that God is indeed listening to those of other faiths.

The most significant difference between the inclusivist and the pluralist is the self-consciousness of one's understanding of the world and God. If we are inclusivists, we include others into a worldview we already know and on the terms we have already set. If we are pluralists, we recognize the limits of the world we already know and we seek to understand others in their own terms, not just in ours. In the final chapter, I will suggest that pluralists go beyond this, however, for the terms of "the other" are no more sacrosanct than our own and the point of our encounter is to bring the terms in which we understand the world into dialogue with one another—even into the dialogue of mutual truth-seeking critique.

Mere plurality—diversity—is not pluralism, though often the two words are used as if they were interchangeable. We can interpret diversity as exclusivists, as inclusivists, or as pluralists. One might argue that the greatest religious tensions in the world in the late twentieth century are not found between the Western and the Eastern traditions, between the prophetic and the mystical traditions, or indeed between any one religion and another; they are the tensions that stretch between those at opposite ends of the spectrum in each and every religious tradition. Exclusivists and pluralists, fundamentalists and liberals, wall-builders and bridge-builders—are there in a variety of forms in every religious tradition. Intra-religious tension is today as powerful as inter-religious tension. Very often the religious conflicts that flare up have less to do with what one believes than with how one believes what one believes.

The last few years have seen a burst of Christian theological discussion of exclusivism, inclusivism, and pluralism. This is important work because it amply demonstrates the tremendous diversity within Christian thinking. There is no one Christian view of other faiths. Even in the statements of today's churches there is a wide range of Christian interpretation. For example, the 1970 Frankfurt Declaration of the Evangelical Church of Germany explicitly rejected "the false teaching that nonchristian religions and worldviews are also ways of salvation similar to belief in Christ." This declaration is clearly an exclusivist statement. At the other end of the spectrum, members of the United Church of Canada meeting in Naramata, British Columbia, in 1985 crafted a clearly pluralist statement, insisting, "If there is no salvation outside the church, we reject such a salvation for ourselves. We come to this notion of the salvation..."
of others through being loved by Christ. We would be diminished without the others as others.”

Since there are many theologians who have laid out typologies of the various Christian theological positions of exclusivism, inclusivism, and pluralism, I will not do that here in anything but a skeletal and suggestive form. My point is a wider one: that these three ways of thinking about the problem of diversity and difference are not simply Christian theological positions, but are recognizable in the thinking of people of other religious traditions and in the thinking of nonreligious people. All of us—Christians, Muslims, Hindus, and others—struggle to interpret the experienced facts of diversity to ourselves and to our communities, and our interpretations have social and political reverberations. Theology is not isolated from its context. If “our God” has no regard for our Muslim neighbors, why should we? Or, put the other way around, if we have no regard for our Muslim neighbors, why should God?

While we may be interested in exclusivism, inclusivism, and pluralism as theological viewpoints, it is all too clear that they are also social and political responses to diversity. We can recognize them in our churches, in our communities, and in our world. And while we speak of exclusivists, inclusivists, and pluralists as if they were entirely different groups of people, let us remember that these ways of thinking about diversity may well be part of the ongoing dialogue within ourselves. Since they represent attitudes, ways of thinking, the move from one position to another is often more of a sliding step than a giant leap. One of the continual challenges and dilemmas in my own writing and thinking is recognizing the ways in which I move back and forth along this attitudinal continuum, coming from a context of Hindu-Christian dialogue, understanding myself basically as a pluralist, and yet using what some will see as inclusivist language as I widen and stretch my understanding of God, Christ, and the Holy Spirit to speak of my Christian faith in a new way. I cannot solve this dilemma, but I can warmly issue an invitation to join me in thinking about it.

“In No Other Name…”

Every time I speak to a church group about religious diversity, someone inevitably raises a hand to confront me with a passage mined from the New Testament to illustrate the exclusivity of Christianity. If she were there, Grandma Eck would certainly have her hand up, too, “It says in the Bible, ‘There is salvation in no one else, for there is no other name under heaven given among mortals by which we must be saved.’ So how can you speak of the Buddha?” The statement quoted is that of Peter in Acts 4:12. It is true that it says “no other name.” In those remarkable days following Pentecost, when the energy of the Holy Spirit made Peter bold in his faith, he healed a man lame from birth, saying, “I have no silver or gold, but what I have I give you; in the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth, stand up and walk.” Peter was asked by the elders and scribes of the temple, “By what power or by what name did you do this?” He was unambiguous. It was not in his own name he had healed the man, nor was it in the name of a foreign god, as the council of elders perhaps suspected. It was in no other name than that of Jesus Christ.

Kristen Stendahl has often remarked that phrases such as this one “grow legs and walk around out of context.” The words “no other name,” despite the spirit of affirmation in which Peter must have uttered them, became words of condemnation: only those who call upon the name of Christ are saved and all others perish and suffer eternal punishment. Actually, Christians have disagreed through the ages on the meaning of “no other name.” From the time of Origen in the third century, to John Wesley in the eighteenth century, to C. S. Lewis and Paul Tillich in the twentieth century, there have been those who have insisted upon the universality of God’s grace and the omnipotence of God to restore all creatures to Godself. And there have likewise been those such as Augustine in the fourth century, John Calvin in the sixteenth century, and the fundamentalists of the twentieth century who have insisted upon the eternal damnation and punishment of unbelievers. In the past few years two books have been published that attempt to summarize the range of meanings implicit in these words. In No Other Name? Paul Knitter sets forth the array of Christian interpretations of other religions across the Protestant, evangelical, and Catholic spectrums, questions the adequacy of exclusivism as a response to the religious plurality of today, and develops his own pluralistic position. John Sanders’s No Other Name retains the phrase as a declarative, not a question; it is what the author calls “an investigation into the destiny of the unevangelized,” and it also presents a full range of Christian views on the subject.

In the decades and centuries following Jesus’ death, many Christians gradually transferred their Spirit-filled affirmations about Christ to affirmations of allegiance to “Christianity” and “the church.” Over time, their positive affirmations about Christ somehow became sharply negative judgements about any religious community other than the church. By the time of Cyprian, in the third century, we have the famous dictum “Extra ecclesiam nullus salus”—“Outside the
church there is no salvation.” This church-centered exclusivism dominated Christian thinking for many centuries. In the sixth century, for example, we hear, “There is no doubt that not only all heathens, but also all Jews and all heretics and schismatics who die outside the church will go to that everlasting fire prepared for the devil and his angels.” In the early fourteenth century we hear Pope Boniface VIII insist even more strongly on church-centered salvation: “We are required by faith to believe and hold that there is one holy, catholic and apostolic Church; we firmly believe it and unreservedly profess it; outside it there is neither salvation nor remission of sins.”

As a Methodist, it is always somewhat disquieting to recall that with the Protestant Reformation, Protestants were also numbered among those who would die outside the Church and be plunged into the fires of hell. Gradually the official papal view on the salvation of Protestants began to change, but as late as the 1950s a notorious Catholic chaplain at Harvard, Father Leonard J. Feeney, fumigated in Harvard Square against both Jews and Protestants in boldly exclusivist terms. “Outside the Catholic church there is no salvation” meant just that. Finally, after months of heated controversy, Pope Pius XII confirmed in a papal encyclical that Feeney had gone too far, contravening the papal view that those who belong to the Church “with implicit desire” might also be eligible for salvation. Father Feeney, unwilling to change his views, was excommunicated in 1953.

Protestants have also had their share of exclusivism. Luther returned the condemnation of the Roman Catholic church with his own brand of exclusivism. He insisted that all worship apart from Christ is idolatry and that “those who remain outside Christianity, be they heathens, Turks, Jews or false Christians although they believe in only one true God, yet remain in eternal wrath and perdition.” The “false Christians” were Roman Catholics.

The great twentieth-century Protestant theologian Karl Barth takes a different starting point, insisting that “religion is unbelief. It is a concern, indeed, we must say that it is the one great concern, of godless man.” Religion is here opposed to revelation, and revelation is God’s initiative; it is Christ alone. All the world’s religions are human attempts to grasp at God, to understand God and are set in radical distinction from God’s self-offering and self-manifestation. According to Barth, the truth of the Christian message has nothing to do with its structures of “religion,” it is the gift of revelation. Barth did not know much of other religious traditions, or of Buddhist, Hindu, and Islamic claims to the gift and the grace of divine revelation. When asked by the Asian theologian D. T. Niles how he knew for certain that Hinduism is “unbelief,” given the fact that he had never met a Hindu, Barth is said to have responded, “A priori”—it is a given; it derives from revelation, not experience. The Dutch theologian Hendrik Kraemer followed Barth, writing forcefully of the “radical discontinuity” between the Gospel and all other religions. In the influential book The Christian Message in a Non-Christian World, which Kraemer prepared for the meeting of the International Missionary Council in Tambaram, India, in 1938, he speaks of other religions as but “human attempts to apprehend the totality of existence.” He poses two alternative ways of thinking about religious diversity. “The first maintains the continuity between the essential tendencies and aspirations to be found in the ethnic religions and the essential gift of the Christian religion. . . . The second position stresses the discontinuity, and takes this as the starting point of its thinking.” Kraemer finds the second position “inescapable” and Christian revelation the “sole standard of reference.”

Of course, Christianity is not the only religion with an exclusivist streak of interpretation. Not surprisingly, however, the exclusivist position has been most extensively developed by the monotheistic Jewish, Christian, and Muslim traditions, each with its “sole standard of reference.” These prophetic Western traditions have uncompromisingly emphasized the oneness of God, the oneness of truth, and the exclusivity of the way to truth and the community of truth.

The idea that the human apprehension of truth is multi-sided, a view developed so extensively in the traditions originating in India, is quite alien to the monotheistic consciousness of the West. “I am the Lord, and there is no other!” rings like a refrain through the biblical books of Deuteronomy and Isaiah. The Psalmist, too, addresses God in exclusive terms: “You alone are God” (Ps. 86:10), “You alone are the Most High over all the earth” (Ps. 83:18). The exclusivity is reciprocal. God says to Israel, “You alone have I chosen of all the nations on earth!” (Amos 3:2). Even though Jews also affirm the universality of God’s covenant with Noah and through him with all humanity, Israel’s chosenness and covenant with God through Abraham is finally an exclusive covenant.

Christians pick up on this chosenness, this covenant, transforming the language of the old covenant into a “new covenant” made with humanity through the life, death, and resurrection of Christ. The new covenant is also held to be exclusive: Christ is the way, the truth, and the life. Similarly, Muslims affirm the finality of the One God’s revelation to the Prophet Muhammad. The shahadah, or “testimony” of faith, is a clarion affirmation with an exclusivist ring about it: “There is no God but God and Muhammad is God’s messenger.” There is nothing in Christianity to contest this exclusivist conviction.
ing that can be likened to or compared to God—no image, no icon, no partner, no incarnation. The human response to this message of God is "the straight path"—Islam. And since the One God is universal, so is the path of human righteousness.

It is important to realize, however, that these religious foundations of Western monotheism are not in themselves exclusivist, for they have also been the religious foundations for inclusivists and pluralists. The emphasis on God's oneness, for example, can also lead to a sense of the wideness of God's mercy that undergirds both the inclusivist and the pluralist position. Even so, it is clear that monotheism has often produced the kind of monolithic mindset and dogmatic language that has readily lent itself to exclusivist interpretations. One God alone, one Son of God, one Seal of the Prophets—and none other. And along with the oneness goes onlyness, the sense of surety about God's will that can be seen in groups like the Christian Embassy in Israel, the Gush Emunim, and the Islamic Jihad. Even outside the monotheistic traditions of the West, however, there are strains of exclusivism. In Japan in the thirteenth century, for example, the sectarian Buddhist teacher Nichiren insisted that only the name of the Lotus Sutra was salvific. Sheer faith in the name of the Lotus Sutra alone, exclusive of all others, would lead to salvation.

Oneness and onlyness are the language of identity. The exclusivist affirms identity in a complex world of plurality by a return to the firm foundations of his or her own tradition and an emphasis on the distinctive identity provided by that tradition. This identity is in part what social theorists call an "oppositional identity," built up over against who we are not. Exclusivism is more than simply a conviction about the transformative power of the particular vision one has; it is a conviction about its finality and its absolute priority over competing views. Exclusivism may therefore be the ideological foundation for isolationism. The exclusivist response to diversity, whether theological, social, or political, is to mark and threaten identity and to faith.

The very fact of choice can precipitate a sense of threat to identity. My own grandmothers and great-grandmothers made many pioneering choices. Anna Eck pulled up stakes in Sweden. Hilda Fritz left her windswept farm in Iowa for a homestead in the Pacific Northwest. Ida Hokanson Fritz set out for college, the first in her family to do so, and landed a teaching job in the lumber camps of Washington State. But for all the choices they made out of necessity and creativity, they did not have to choose whether to be Christian or Buddhist. They did not even have the opportunity to think about it. At most they chose to be more or less actively Christian. For many people, this is still the case today; for our society as a whole it is not. We do have to choose our religious affiliation more actively than those who lived a generation ago. Most of us have some opportunity to know other ways of faith and to see them for what they are—powerful life-changing and world-ordering responses to the Transcendent. I see this opportunity as a positive thing. It is clear, however, that many people experience the fact of difference as a failure of the church’s mission to the "lost" and "unreached," and experience choice as threatening. The crisis of belief generated by the plurality of religions and the problems of secular culture has made the certainties of Christian exclusivism, indeed of any kind of exclusivism, more attractive.

Today's exclusivism, with its variety of fundamentalist and chauvinist movements both ethnic and political, may be seen as a widespread revolt against the relativism and secularism of modernity. This does not mean that all "fundamentalists" are conservative or traditional in rejecting the modern world. But they have not made peace with modernity or made themselves at home within it. The Enlightenment heritage of modernity—the inquiry into the sources of scripture; the critical academic study of society, culture, and religion; the historical comparison of truth claims; the evolutionary claims of science—is by and large rejected by fundamentalists. Religious truth is "a given" and is plain, simple, and clear.

In America, the burst of Christian fundamentalism in the 1970s and 1980s grew amidst the threat of burgeoning plurality and choice in virtually every arena of life, including sexuality and religion. Nothing could be taken for granted as a given. One could choose a hometown, an occupation, a "lifestyle," a worldview, and even a religious tradition—choices people in traditional societies do not confront as individuals. In The Heretical Imperative, sociologist of religion Peter Berger has pointed out that the word heresy has its root in the Greek word for choosing on one's own, apart from the community. Today such individ-
A new wave of exclusivism is cresting around the world today. Expressed in social and political life, exclusivism becomes ethnic or religious chauvinism, described in South Asia as communalism. Religious or ethnic identity is the basis on which a group campaigns for its own interests against those others with whom it shares the wider community of a city, state, or nation. As we have observed, identity-based politics is on the rise because it is found to be a successful way of arousing political energy, as was clear with the rise, however brief, of the Moral Majority in the United States, the rise of the Soka Gakkai in Japan, and the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) in India.

The new Muslim resurgence has somewhat different roots. The affirmation of Islamic culture against the tide of Western capitalist, materialist culture finds its voice in the new sometimes strident assertiveness of Islamic identity. It is little wonder that the old colonial West and its new heir, the United States, are cast in a negative light. Over forty countries with substantial Muslim populations have gained independence since World War II and in various ways have found Islam to be the foundation of nation building. And yet the post-colonial era has left social and political problems, and sometimes chaos, that are quite dissonant with the Islamic vision of society. This too stimulates the call to a reassertion of Islamic fundamentals. For most interpreters, these fundamentals do not permit the bifurcation of the world into the "secular" and the "religious," for the shari'a, the Muslim "way," is a whole comprehensive worldview which creates a transnational community and challenges that community to a life of obedience, a life aligned with the truth God has revealed in the Qur'an.

Exclusivism often arises among minorities, or those who have a minority consciousness even if they are not numerical minorities. While some minorities are content to be minorities and to experience themselves as the salt or the leaven that improves the whole, it is nonetheless often the case that the sense of fear and threat that are especially powerful among minorities gives rise to fundamentalist or exclusivist movements. The sense of being pitted against a dominant and engulfing "other" that threatens one's identity leads to the assertion of self over or against the "other" as a form of self-protection. The exclusivism of the early church, the beloved community of which the author of the Gospel of John writes, is a good example of the way in which minority consciousness engenders a very clear sense of boundaries and some strongly exclusivist language.

There are many places where such an exclusivist, fundamentalist, or communalist position is enacted by minorities in public affairs. The sense on the part of Sikhs of being gradually engulfed in a dominant and increasingly secular Indian culture has surely contributed to the anti-Hindu rhetoric of militant Sikhs and the demand for a separate Sikh state of "Khalistan." The militant Jewish leadership of the late Rabbi Kahane and of the Gush Emunim often takes the form of anti-Arab Zionist chauvinism, gaining strength from the sense among Israelis of being under siege in an engulfing Arab world. In both cases, minority consciousness gives rise to an unbending exclusivism. This is even more the case with smaller and less powerful minorities than Jews or Sikhs. In South India and Thailand, for example, the minority Christian churches are often extremely fundamentalist theologically and exclusivist socially, in part because Christians feel they are too few to permit an attitude of openness and interrelatedness without being submerged by the majority culture.

Minority consciousness is not entirely a rational matter of numbers, however. In Sri Lanka, for example, the Buddhist Sinhalese majority has a minority consciousness. Even though the Tamils are a small minority in Sri Lanka itself, the southern Indian state of Tamilnadu, a short distance across the straits, presents a large Tamil population and a wide context of Tamil culture and influence. In India, the recent rise of Hindu chauvinism is fueled by the sense that Hindus, though they are the majority numerically, have no power in their own land because of the proliferation of special privileges and reservations given to minorities. A new exclusive sense of Hindu identity is in the process of formation.

It is important to note, however, that some numerical minorities do not have an exclusivist consciousness at all. The native peoples of the Americas, for example, while being protective of their rites and lifeways, also see the truth in other ways and paths. Over forty years ago, Chief White Calf of the Blackfeet of Montana offered a critique of Christian exclusivism that was very expressive of Native American attitudes. As an old man, in the summer of 1958 he told the story of creation to one Richard Lancaster, whom he called his son.

I am Chief White Calf of the Blackfeet, and I am one hundred and one years old, and I give you this story that I got from my father, Last Gun, who got it from the old men of the tribe. . . . You are my son and I give it to you.
Only once before I tried to give this story. There was a missionary and I called him son and gave him a name and tried to give him this story but he would not take it because he said that this is not the way things were in the beginning. But I was not proud to have him for my son because he says there is only one path through the forest and he knows the right path, but I say there are many paths and how can you know the best path unless you have walked them all. He walked too long on one path and he does not know there are other paths. And I am one hundred and one, and I know that sometimes many paths go to the same place.17

Deep conviction about one's own path need not be exclusivist. It might be simply the evangelical or neo-orthodox enthusiasm for one's own roots, one's own people, or one's own tradition. Traditions and people of faith are continually revitalized by the return to roots and energy of new revival movements. But exclusivism is not just ardent enthusiasm for one's own tradition. It is coupled with a highly negative attitude toward other traditions. Like the missionary who would not even listen to White Calf's story, the exclusivist does not participate in dialogue, does not listen openly to the testimony of others. Exclusivism has to do not only with how we hold our own convictions, but also with how we regard the convictions of our neighbor. In a world of close neighbors, the exclusivist has a real problem—one will likely meet those neighbors. One might discover they are not anathema after all. Or one might discover that they are equally ardent exclusivists.

Is “our God” listening? The exclusivist, whether Christian, Jewish, or Muslim, feels no qualms in speaking about “our God” or speaking about “the truth.” The use of the possessive with reference to God does not seem peculiar. Nor is there reticence in saying that “our God” does not listen, at least appreciatively, to the prayers of others; as Bailey Smith, the president of the Southern Baptist Convention, put it bluntly in 1978, “God Almighty does not hear the prayers of the Jew.” The Christian exclusivist insists that the truth of Christ excludes all others: Extra ecclesiam nulla salus—outside the church, no salvation. This voice has sounded long and loud in the churches—so much so that many imagine it is the only way Christians think about the matter.
ENCOUNTERING GOD

The World House:
Toward a Practical Understanding of Pluralism

The Copernican revolution is a good image for dramatizing the revolution in religious understanding that we are now experiencing. It is as dramatic as Copernicus's discovery that what we thought was at the center of our universe turned out not to be. God always transcends what we humans can apprehend or understand. No tradition can claim the Holy or the Truth as its private property. As Gandhi put it so succinctly, "Revelation is the exclusive property of no nation, no tribe."

Every image has its limitations, however, and that of the Copernican revolution and the new solar cosmos is no exception. We know today, for example, that ours is but one of a number of solar systems, so even the heliocentric universe has its limits. Anyway, the paradigm of all the great religions sailing around the center on their own particular orbits is not entirely satisfactory. It lacks the dynamic interaction of the world in which we live. Our worlds and our worldviews are not on separate orbits, but bump up against one another all the time, even collide. People of different religious traditions do not live apart, but are in constant interaction and need, if anything, to be in more intentional interrelation. A theocentricity patterned after the solar system will not carry us far as an image for our new world, for our problem is not only our understanding of truth, but our relationship to one another. We need a more interactive way of thinking.

If the move toward pluralism begins theologically in the places where people of different traditions find an openness—and even an imperative—to toward encounter with one another, it begins historically and culturally with the plain fact of our religious diversity, our cultural proximity to one another, and our human interdependence. In very practical terms, how are we all to live with one another in a climate of mutuality and understanding? Is it even possible? Those who live according to an exclusivist paradigm frankly do not wish to live closely with people of other faiths and would prefer to shut them out—which is increasingly impossible—or to convert others to their own view of the world. Those who appropriate differences, as do the inclusivists, assume that the worldview of others looks very much like their own, and the ground rules are presumed to be "ours." But those who think about life together as pluralists recognize the need for radical new forms of living together and communicating with one another.

What, then, is pluralism? The word has been used so widely and freely as a virtual synonym for such terms as relativism, subjectivism, multiculturalism, and globalism that we need to stop for a moment and think clearly about what it does and does not mean. Pluralism is but one of several responses to diversity and to modernity. It is an interpretation of plurality, an evaluation of religious and cultural diversity. And finally it is the ability to make a home for oneself and one's neighbors in that multifaceted reality.

First, pluralism is not the sheer fact of plurality alone, but is active engagement with plurality. Pluralism and plurality are sometimes used as if they were synonymous. But plurality is just diversity, plain and simple—splendid, colorful, maybe even threatening. Diversity does not, however, have to affect me. I can observe it. I can even celebrate diversity, as the cliche goes. But I have to participate in pluralism. I can't just stand by and watch.

Religious and cultural diversity can be found just about everywhere—in Britain and Brazil, in the ethnic enclaves of the former Eastern bloc, in New Delhi and in Denver, in the workplace and in schools. Pluralist models for successfully engaging diverse peoples in an energetic community, however, are relatively rare. In the Elmhurst area of Queens, for example, a New York Times reporter found people from eleven countries on a single floor of an apartment building on Justice Avenue. There were immigrants from Korea, Haiti, Viet-
nam, Nigeria, and India—all living in isolation and fear—each certain that they were the only immigrants there. Diversity to be sure, but not pluralism.

Mere cosmopolitanism should also not be mistaken for pluralism. In Cambridge, Massachusetts—which, like Queens, is highly cosmopolitan—Muslims, Christians, Jews, and Buddhists live along with many people who have no active or passive identification with any religious faith at all. The whole world seems to live in this small city. There is cultural diversity and diversity of style; anyone sitting in the sidewalk cafés of Harvard Square will observe the parade of Cambridge life. But again, the mere presence of wide-ranging religious diversity is not itself pluralism. Religious pluralism requires active positive engagement with the claims of religion and the facts of religious diversity. It involves not the mere recognition of the different religious traditions and the insuring of their legitimate rights, but the active effort to understand difference and commonality through dialogue.

Second, pluralism is not simply tolerance, but also the seeking of understanding. Tolerance is a deceptive virtue. I do not wish to belittle tolerance, but simply to recognize that it is not a real response to the challenging facts of difference. Tolerance can enable coexistence, but it is certainly no way to be good neighbors. In fact, tolerance often stands in the way of engagement. If as a Christian I tolerate my Muslim neighbor, I am not therefore required to understand her, to seek out what she has to say, to hear about her hopes and dreams, to hear what it meant to her when the words “In the name of Allah, the Merciful, the Compassionate” were whispered into the ear of her newborn child.

Tolerance does not take us far with ideas that challenge our own. For a majority people, tolerance is simply another expression of privilege. As the philosopher Elizabeth Spelman puts it, “If one is in a position to allow someone else to do something, one is also in a position to keep that person from doing it. To tolerate your speaking is to refrain from exercising the power I have to keep you from speaking. . . . And of course I don’t have to listen to what you have to say. . . . Tolerance is easy if those who are asked to express it needn’t change a whit.”

Tolerance is, of course, a step forward from active hostility. When the mosque in Quincy was set ablaze by arson, when a mosque in Houston was fire-bombed at the time of a Middle East airplane hijacking, when the Hindu-Jain temple in Pittsburgh was vandalized and the images of the deities smashed, and when a group of youngsters soaked swastikas on windows and cars in Wellesley, people called for tolerance—an unquestionable virtue under the circumstances. There are many places in the world where the emergence of a culture of tolerance would be a step forward—when religious, racial, and ethnic rivalries flash into violence in Northern Ireland, in India, in the Sudan or Nigeria, or in Los Angeles or Miami. But tolerance is a long way from pluralism.

As a style of living together, tolerance is too minimal an expectation. Indeed, it may be a passive form of hostility. Christians can tolerate their Jewish neighbors and protect their civil liberties without having to know anything about them and without having to reconsider some of the roots of Christian anti-Semitism. Tolerance alone does nothing to remove our ignorance of one another by building bridges of exchange and dialogue. It does not require us to know anything new, it does not even entertain the fact that we ourselves might change in the process. Tolerance might sustain a temporary and shaky truce, but it will never bring forth a new creation.

Third, pluralism is not simply relativism, but assumes real commitment. In a world of religious pluralism, commitments are not checked at the door. This is a critical point to see plainly, because through a cynical intellectual sleight of hand some critics have linked pluralism with a valueless relativism—an undiscriminating twilight in which “all cats are gray,” all perspectives equally viable, and as a result, equally unpersuasive. In saying that pluralism is not simply relativism, I do not wish to side with today’s slippery critics of relativism, such as Allan Bloom, who stigmatize openness and cultural relativism as new academic dogmas. My main point is to distinguish pluralism from certain kinds of relativism. While there are similarities between pluralism and relativism, the difference between the two is important: Relativism assumes a stance of openness; pluralism assumes both openness and commitment.

Relativism, like pluralism, is an interpretation of diversity. It is also a word with many meanings. On the whole, relativism simply means that what we know of the world and of truth we can only know through a particular framework. In this, the pluralist would agree—what we speak of as truth is relative to our cultural and historical standpoint as well as the frame of reference through which we see it. What is true is always “true for” someone, for there is always a point of view—conditioned in multiple ways by whether one is Christian or Muslim, American or Asian, male or female, rich or poor, a prosperous farmer or a homeless refugee. Matters of truth and value are relative to our conceptual framework and worldview, even those matters of truth that we speak of as divinely ordained.

Relativism, then, to a certain extent is a commonsense interpretation of di-
It is clear that what I hold as truth is historically relative. If I had lived in the fourteenth century, I would likely have held the world to be flat. What I hold as truth is also culturally and religiously relative. As a Christian, I know that the Muslim who speaks of justice and human community appeals to the authority of the Qur'an as energetically as I appeal to the authority of Jesus or the Bible. It is indisputable that certain "facts" of my childhood learning, such as "Columbus discovered America," were accurate only from a European point of view. From the standpoint of the native peoples of this continent, "the discovery" was perhaps more accurately an invasion. And as for morality, it is clear that in some frames of reference, the Hindu or Jain for instance, any willful taking of life, including animal life, is rejected; vegetarianism is religiously enjoined and culturally presupposed. Through other frames of reference, including ours in most of the Christian West, there is little religious debate about the moral dimensions of what we should eat. But when it comes to the taking of human life—through war, capital punishment, or abortion—there are religious people lined up on both sides of every argument with evidence to support their views.

A thoughtful relativist is able to point out the many ways in which our cognitive and moral understandings are relative to our historical, cultural, and ideological contexts. So far, the pluralist would be a close cousin. But there are two shades of relativism that are antithetical to pluralism. The first is nihilistic relativism, which denies the very heart of religious truth. One of the common strategies for diffusing the challenge of religious and ideological difference is to insist that there is no ultimate centering value, no one life-compelling truth. For the nihilistic relativist, the impossibility of universalizing any one truth claim suggests the emptiness of all truth claims. According to Spelman, the nihilist says, "If I can't maintain my position of privilege by being the sole arbiter of truth, I at least can insist that no one is." If all religions say different things, this only proves that all of them are false. As we well know, nihilistic relativism is not the property of any one culture or continent today. It is a truly world-wide phenomenon, just as religious exclusivism and secular materialism are worldwide phenomena. As Abraham Joshua Heschel puts it, "We must choose between inter-faith and inter-nihilism."

The second shade of relativism that must clearly be distinguished from pluralism is a relativism that lacks commitment. There are relativists who are committed Jews, Christians, and Hindus who speak of commitment to "relative absolutes," recognizing the relativity of those symbols we hold as "absolute." There are many more, however, who are completely uncommitted, which is why relativism is equated by some critics with laissez-faire plurality. Mind you, the uncommitted certainly have a place in the dialogue of a pluralistic world, but the heart of the issue with which we struggle is the difficult, potentially explosive, and potentially vibrant encounter of people with strong and very different commitments. Pluralism can only generate a strong social fabric through the intertwining of commitments. If people perceive pluralism as entailing the relinquishing of their particular religious commitments they are not interested. Neither am I.

Relativism for me and for many others becomes a problem when it means the lack of commitment to any particular community or faith. If everything is more or less true, I do not give my heart to anything in particular. There is no beloved community, no home in the context of which values are tested, no dream of the ongoing transformation of that community. Thus the relativist can remain uncommitted, a perpetual shopper or seeker, set apart from a community of faith, suffering from spiritual ennui. Indeed relativism as a view in itself is often identified with secularism and the disavowal of any religious faith.

The pluralist, on the other hand, stands in a particular community and is willing to be committed to the struggles of that community, even as restless critic. I would argue that there is no such thing as a generic pluralist. There are Christian pluralists, Hindu pluralists, and even avowedly humanistic pluralists—all daring to be themselves, not in isolation from but in relation to one another. Pluralists recognize that others also have communities and commitments. They are unafraid to encounter one another and realize that they must all live with each other's particularities. The challenge for the pluralist is commitment without dogmatism and community without communalism. The theological task, and the task of a pluralist society, is to create the space and the means for the encounter of commitments, not to neutralize all commitment.

The word credo, so important in the Christian tradition, does not mean "I believe" in the sense of intellectual assent to this and that proposition. It means "I give my heart to this." It is an expression of my heart's commitment and my life's orientation. Relativism may be an appropriate intellectual answer to the problem of religious diversity—all traditions are relative to history and culture. But it cannot be an adequate answer for most religious people—not for me, nor for my Muslim neighbor who fasts and prays more regularly than I do, nor for my...
Hindu colleague whose world is made vivid by the presence of Krishna. We live our lives and die our deaths in terms of cherished commitments. We are not relatively committed.

Pluralism is not, then, the kind of radical openness to anything and everything that drains meaning from particularity. It is, however, radical openness to Truth—to God—that seeks to enlarge understanding through dialogue. Pluralism is the complex and unavoidable encounter, difficult as it might be, with the multiple religions and cultures that are the very stuff of our world, some of which may challenge the very ground on which we stand. Unless all of us can encounter one another’s religious visions and cultural forms and understand them through dialogue, both critically and self-critically, we cannot begin to live with maturity and integrity in the world house.

Fourth, pluralism is not syncretism, but is based on respect for differences. Syncretism is the creation of a new religion by the fusing of diverse elements of different traditions. There have been many syncretistic religions in history. In the fourth century B.C.E., the Ptolemaic kings fused Greek and Egyptian elements in the cult of Serapis to aid in the consolidation of empire. In the third century, Mani interwove strands from the Zoroastrian, Buddhist, and Christian traditions to create Manichaean. The Mughal emperor Akbar’s Din-i-Ilahi (“Divine Faith”) brought together Hindu and Jain philosophy, Muslim mysticism, and Zoroastrian fire sacrifice in sixteenth-century India. To a certain extent what goes by the name of New Age religion today is an informal religious syncretism, piecing together a package of spiritual aids from Native American ritual, Hindu yoga and Ayurvedic medicine, Buddhist meditation, and Sufi and Christian mysticism. Of course it goes without saying that there is a process of adaptation and enculturation that is part and parcel of every tradition as it enters into the life of new peoples and new cultural contexts. The discussion of whether this is or is not “syncretism” is a long one and hinges too much on terminology to detain us here.

There are some critics who imagine, however, that pluralism is aimed at generating a new syncretistic religion knit together from the most universal or most interesting elements of various world religions. Or that pluralism is a kind of global shopping mall where each individual puts together a basket of appealing religious ideas. Or that pluralism will reduce each tradition to the bland unity of the lowest common denominator. So it is important to say, once again, that pluralism, while not plurality, is based on plurality. A pluralist culture will not flatten out differences, but has respect for differences and the encounter of differences. Its aim is quite the opposite of syncretism. While common language will be crafted out of the give-and-take of dialogue, there is no attempt to make up a common language, to produce a kind of religious esperanto that all would speak.

There are religious traditions that have an open and somewhat syncretistic flavor today. The Unitarian Universalists, for example, hold a humanitarian view of Jesus and a wide respect for other religious teachers, often include the prayers and scriptures of many traditions in their worship. The eclecticism of some Unitarian congregations today includes neopagan and neo-Hindu influences as well as a strong Christian universalism. The Baha’is build a similar appreciative stance toward religious diversity into their various temples. In New Delhi, for example, there is a splendid new Baha’i temple built in the shape of a lotus and housing a number of shrines around its central sanctuary, one for each of the religious traditions, all brought together under one roof.

The aim of pluralism, however, is quite different. It is not to create a worldwide temple of all faiths. It is rather to find ways to be distinctively ourselves and yet be in relation to one another. No doubt there is common ground to be discovered along the way; no doubt there are common aspirations to be articulated. But joining together in a new “world religion” based on the lowest common denominator or pieced together from several religious traditions is not the goal of pluralism. In some ways, it is the very antithesis of pluralism.

Fifth, pluralism is based on interreligious dialogue. The isolation or dogmatism of the exclusivist is not open to dialogue. The inclusivist, while open to dialogue, does not really hear the self-understanding of the other. The truth seeking of the pluralist, however, can be built on no other foundation than the give-and-take of dialogue. There is something we must know—both about the other and about ourselves—that can be found in no other way.

We do not enter into dialogue with the dreamy hope that we will all agree, for the truth is we probably will not. We do not enter into dialogue to produce an agreement, but to produce real relationship, even friendship, which is premised upon mutual understanding, not upon agreement. Christians and Muslims, for example, may find we agree on many things. We share prophets like Abraham and foundational values like justice. But a clear understanding of differences is as precious as the affirmation of similarities.

The language of dialogue is the two-way language of real encounter and it is for this reason that dialogue is the very basis of pluralism. There must be constant communication—meeting, exchange, traffic, criticism, reflection, repara-
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tion, renewal. Without dialogue, the diversity of religious traditions, of cultures and ethnic groups, becomes an array of isolated encampments, each with a different flag, meeting only occasionally for formalities or for battle. The swamis, monks, rabbis, and archbishops may meet for an interfaith prayer breakfast, but without real dialogue they become simply icons of diversity, not instruments of relationship. Without dialogue, when violence flares—in Queens or Los Angeles, Southall or New Delhi—there are no bridges of relationship, and as the floodwaters rise it is too late to build them.

A second aim of dialogue is to understand ourselves and our faith more clearly. Dialogue is not a debate between two positions, but a truth-seeking encounter. If Muslims assume that the taking and giving of interest on loans is morally wrong and Christians embedded in a capitalist framework never thought to question the matter, what can we learn from one another? If Buddhists describe the deepest reality without reference to God and Christians cannot imagine religiousness without God, what will each of us learn that is quite new, through the give-and-take of dialogue? The theologian John Cobb has used the phrase “mutual transformation” to describe the way in which dialogue necessarily goes beyond mutual understanding to a new level of mutual self-understanding.

The Sri Lankan Christian theologian Wesley Ariarajah has spoken of dialogue as the “encounter of commitments.” When dialogue was first discussed broadly and ecumenically by the Christian churches at the assembly of the World Council of Churches in Nairobi in 1975, there was much heated discussion. A bishop of the Church of Norway led the attack, calling dialogue a betrayal of Christian mission. The church should be engaged in proclaiming the Gospel to the ends of the earth and making disciples of all nations, not in interreligious dialogue, he said. There were many, then and now, who saw dialogue as a sign of weakness of faith. Ariarajah and many others have insisted that quite the opposite is true. What kind of faith refuses to be tested by real encounter with others? What kind of faith grows by speaking and proclaiming without having to listen, perhaps even be challenged, by the voices of others?

Discovering one’s own faith is inherently part of the human pilgrimage. What motivates us deeply, what orients us in the world, what nourishes our growth and gives rise to our most cherished values? Every human being must cope with these questions or suffer the anxious drift of avoiding them. But our challenges on the human pilgrimage are not solved once and for all by the unfolding discovery of our own faith, for we encounter other pilgrims of other faiths. Dialogue means taking a vibrant interest in what motivates these other pilgrims, what orients them in the world, what nourishes their growth and gives rise to their most cherished values. To live together we need to know these things about one another and to risk the changes of heart and mind that may well come when we do.

There is a third aim of dialogue. Mutual understanding and mutual transformation are important, but in the world in which we live, the cooperative transformation of our global and local cultures is essential. It is surely one of the most challenging tasks of our time. Buddhists and Hindus, Muslims and Jews, Maoris and Christians have urgent work to do that can only be done together. As Wilfred Cantwell Smith so succinctly put it, “Our vision and our loyalties, as well as our aircraft, must circle the globe.”
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